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About This Game

Subspace Continuum is a top down multiplayer space shooter, and one of the longest-running online action games in the
world. Wonder why?

FEATURES

Instantly-addictive fast-paced combat

Responsive, nuanced controls

Simple, clean interface

Active community

Totally free, player-run and player-supported!

DETAILS

Huge array of weapons and tools, including: 4 bullet and bomb levels, mines, repels, burst shots, cloaking, decoys,
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walls, and more

Attach to your teammates to create super-turrets

Game modes: free play, CTF, turf, football/soccer, deathmatch, team deathmatch, base assault, and hundreds of special
events

Automated leagues with detailed stat tracking

Oldschool ambiance with super-high framerates for a smooth and immersive experience

Customized zones and arenas each with their own unique ship settings

Dedicated community to help you learn the ropes

Super-optimized netcode allowing highly accurate positioning (even with 50+ players on screen at once!)

Like any classic, even today, Subspace Continuum still feels fresh. Come see why this is one of the best online multiplayer
games ever created.

QUICK START GUIDE

It's recommended that you watch the tutorial videos linked in the installer if this is your first time playing. To set up your
profile:

Click the PROFILE button

Type a name in the Player Name box

Type in a unique password into the Password box

Click OK

Click PLAY

If your name has already been taken, click OK and try a different name. NOTE: There are over 4 million names created,
so try something unique!

Default controls

Movement: Arrow keys

Guns: Ctrl

Bombs: Tab

Afterburner: Shift

Menu: Esc

Chat: Start typing, or press Enter
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It's time to see what's had everyone hooked for so long! You're about to play your new favorite game.
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Title: Subspace Continuum
Genre: Action, Casual, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
Virgin Interactive Entertainment, PriitK
Publisher:
Subspace Continuum
Release Date: 3 Jul, 2015

 a09c17d780 
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Pros:

-> Well done graphic-style. Needs a bit more refinement, but overall very fitting for the game
-> Do you like Zelda? It is fitting to say, that this feels like 1st person Zelda
-> Even for a very early "Early Access" Game (Patch 1.1 at the time this is written), good game balance and variety in weapons
-> Range Combat (Bow) feels kinda skill based, but not to hard to learn
-> Monster respawn und over time tweaks in the World makes it a blast to farm for the better Weapons
-> Very easy to understand everything
-> Good Content, if you consider the early state
-> Developer cares about his (growing) Community and talks with us
-> Hope for more expansions as time goes on.

Cons:

-> Pretty hefty Price for 2-3 Hours of actual Gameplay (With Grinding for better "Gear" a hour more)
-> THis game NEEDS voice acting
-> There is no clear story which is told
-> Menuing is a bit unintuitive. Should be integratet into the Game and not into the Menu (Inventory, Quests, etc.)
-> Many things to be ingame already, but not yet achiveable

Overall Impression:
I played this game for 2,4 Hours and yes, that is all, it has to offer for me. But i am very curious, what is coming :D This game is
actualy very fun to play. It runs Smoothly, no crashes, no bugs. Good Difficulty. Let the time tell!

Would i recommend the buy?
If you like and trust Ealy Access and a nice little Game, this 16,99 Euro shouldn't be the Problem.

Do not buy this, if you want a full fletched game, with intense Stroy and incredible new mechanics to offer. This not what you
get!

EDIT (Version 2.1 released):
This Content-Patch brang some big changes with it.

-> You can craft and use Ice and Fire Spells now. (Very effective)
-> Completely new Area with 2 Quests and 2 Dungeons where added
-> Last Dungeon in this Update is very much fun and adds a lot of new Gameplay-Elements like Platforming and resistences.
Many Bosses and Story included.
-> Dark and Helloweeny Atmosphere for much fun!
-> New Weapons, New Potions, New enemys
All in all the Playtime extended about 2-3 Hours if you hadn't grinded your Weapons before. This is very very good Update. I
hope for more in this Quality. And i hope for the Story to not suck.

EDIT 2 (Version 3.2):

This Update featured some heavy new assets and enemys.

-> Completely new Region, which is implemented greatly into the story
-> New Weapons, ressources and enemys
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-> Great new puzzels to figure out
-> incredible atmosphere in the new region
-> more challanging monsters and content

I am very happy to see a new update to release. Yes it took pretty long, but overall this game gives you right now like 8-12 hours
of gameplay. So this is still not worth 16,99, if you are seeking a fleshed out game, but you can see a very good adventure game
grow. So this game was ultimately worth my bucks!

Would I recommend now? Yes, right now, this game is good enough and has a very competent and communicative developer.

EDIT: 19.07.2018

I played all the Zones now. Crafted everthing and saw the whole game as it is right now.

It is a very good game with enough content, to keep you going for a while. It is fun.

A bit buggy here and there, but nothing was killing my fun!

I can recommend this game right now alot!. What this game looks like it should be based on the videos and screenshots would
be pretty cool, unfortunately the controls, menus, and general game design does not live up to it.
-You get to customize your loadout every story mission, but in the first mission you don't have anything to switch out so it's just
a waste of time as you try and re-try as the difficulty is ridiculous. This also adds frustration as you can't just hit a "confirm"
button to continue, you have to scroll down to a "start" button and then confirm. Also, the stuff you unlock isn't available when
you choose to play individual missions instead of a continuous story mode.
-Most of the difficulty comes from massive enemy groups that seem to be continuously respawning alongside time-limited
special enemies who sometimes get a cinematic entrance and boss health bar, but mostly don't, plus the poor control scheme.
-Since this game is a remake of an older title its controls only account for one d-pad\/control stick. As a result you have to aim
and move with the same directional control. This is a big problem because, as mentioned above, there are huge groups of
enemies advancing toward you so you will spend most of your time retreating, meaning you have to keep turning around in
between bursts of fire, also your block only protects from attacks hitting your front side. There is an aim-lock button, but if your
aim is slightly too high or low you have to stop, reorient, fire to make sure you're lined up, lock, and then continue moving, this
method is arguably just as bad. This is frustrating on land missions, but in zero-gravity missions it is even worse as you need to
keep dodging enemy fire by flying up and down.
-As mentioned above, unlocks seem to be either broken or highly specific. There is an overall levelling system which has told
me that I unlocked weapons for customization, but I didn't see them anywhere. It turns out that after you unlock things you have
to go into your options menu and switch them on for some reason. Also many of the unlocks seem to be a way of padding out
basic content. In the little time I played I unlocked both a laser sight to show me where my shots would go and a meter
informing me how much boost I have left. Those weren't special equipable tools or anything, they were universally "switched
on" from that point on.
-Overall this game just reeks of incompletion. Basic enemy density and weapon power need serious tweeking, Character
protraits look and animate like something from early 2000's Newgrounds flashes, and after finishing the tutorial I found my
character jumping up out of the bottom of the screen during an ingame text sequence, apparently they forgot to disconnect my
inputs from my character so as I confirmed the completion of a text sequence, my mech would jump. Oh also, after rebinding
the controls and coming back to the game later I found that somehow up and down had been bound to "reset". I had to delete
and reinstall the whole game as there was no way to move through menus to change this. Also the most recent update at the
current time is a developer update informing game owners that you can't exit the game using a controller, you need to press esc
on your keyboard.

Just don't buy it unless a there is a major update\/mod some time in the future. Fun Fun and more Fun. Love the music and the
art style. Very cute and entertaining. Seems like they fixed the bug issues. Looks bug free to me. Give it a try!. Quite a fun
game. The three creature setup is good. The Story mode is a tad easy, but still quite fun.
Winning PVP matches feels very rewarding.
Check out my video review here:http://youtu.be/KkBbmDMx42I. Personally I love this game. Love the story, the music,
everything. Yes the graphics are, well, from 2005. But it doesn't bother me that much. It suits the atmosphere of a fantastical,
19th century fiction.
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I would reccommend to Myst fans, though it differs a bit from the Myst games. Overall I think it's a little less obtuse than Myst
because it's clear what your goal is and what you need to achieve it. There are multiple ways to solve situations. So it's easier,
being a lot more casual, however some of the puzzles are quite difficult. Some of them will be especially stimulating for a
musician.

One thing that's kind of unique here is the inventory system. You can have many many items which you need to try and combine
in different ways. This can be both fun and frustrating. It's a lot of "Which item goes here?" "What does this combination do?".
It's unlike Myst, and also unlike other puzzle games featuring an inventory because not all the items are important, or will be
absolutely necesary. Overall I really liked it. I couldn't get it to run on windows 10 at first, so you might want to check the forum
for help if you have issues as well.
. NOT A FINISHED PRODUCT!
in 3 hours its crashed 8 times and I have 10 gigs of ram so Im pretty sure that isnt something on my end. Its also riddled with
bugs and glitches.
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You get what you paid for, 1.5K achievements at minimum price. If you\u2019re an achievement hunter looking to increase the
number of achievements on your profile showcase, then I highly recommend buying this. Else don\u2019t waste your money.
This is not a game, it\u2019s just a way of distributing achievements.. The thing that makes Trials games good are that the
controls feel good and the mindless levels are fun to master. This has a silly narrative but the big sin is that they take you off the
bike and leave you with controls that feel awful.. It's completely unplayable online and that's the sole reason I bought this
game.... Donald Trump would put a wall around this game to prevent people from playing it. That would probably be the best
thing he could do for his presidency. This game is terrible. Waste of money. It wouldn't be worth playing even if it was free..
DO NOT BUY THIS GAME
I AM YOUR WARNING. While handling massive (some of them at least) rubber dongs is not something I do on a regular
basis, there is an immensely satisfying noise when the synthetic gentleman's sausage makes contact with the CheetoFace.

My Vive controllers not only made high speed contact with the virtual Chump, but each other, my chair, 4K TV, my left leg
(don't ask questions), and judging by the noise on one of the hits, my cat as well. (Sorry, Smokey!)

My only disappointment is that while I spent at least 4 minutes (this time around, I will continue) trying to beat him with a chair,
for the life of me I couldn't hold onto the bloody thing long enough to get a well made WWE style smack out of it... I swear I
felt like I was too drunk to hold the chair properly for all it got me.

Seriously though. The morphs and physics on Rump's face work amazingly well with a satisfyingly proper amount of jiggle. If
you hold the controllers parallel to your wrists like a claw, using either your pinky or thumb to hold the trigger, it adds some
more realistic "I punched this motherf***er in the face" feel to it. Some of the textures could be worked on, or a skydome
added, but you know what? This thing is free, and beyond satisfying, especially since it got me off of my
lazy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665for a while.

Please, if you do future updates, LET ME HIT HIM WITH A CHAIR! Or let me attach the dongs to a chair and get him in true 
gangbang impeachment style.

If this is not in your library. Shame. It will likely be censored by the time you decide you want it.. i dont know if this game is
any good or not. i struggled thru 5 minutes just to write this review. there is no mouse inverting which makes a fast paced
shooter impossible to play. no control custimizing either which is minor compared to the mouse aiming.. Holy crap this game
sucks. Massive amounts of eye strain and the mechanics are overly complicated. The game needs a massive overhaul on
usability and the interface. It's nowhere near as good as GSB was.. Decent Anti-Cheat. This game only has 3 levels. Is there
something wrong with this version? How do I play more than the first 3 levels? I completed them...I played this 10 years ago and
there were dozens of maps.
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